Data Support Systems, the Banking Industry's choice with 21 of the top 25 banks in the United States using our Day-2 Image based backroom banking software, is seeking qualified individuals to fill the position of Quality Assurance Analyst. Please contact Laura Dowding of Data Support ldowding@datasupport.com if interested in this position.

**Job Title:** Quality Assurance Analyst

**Job Type:** Full time

**Location:** Omaha NE

**Program Type:** Computer Information Technology

**Description:** Data Support Systems, the Banking Industry’s choice with 21 of the top 25 banks in the United States using our Day-2 Image based backroom banking software, is seeking qualified individuals to fill the position of Quality Assurance Analysts. This individual must possess a demonstrated ability to multi-task, communicate clearly both orally and in writing, and enjoy a fast pace technical position involving regression and unit testing as well as end-to-end test scripts and test plans. Ability to work independently is a must. Microsoft SQL experience desired though not required.

**Requirements:** Windows based environment. Successful candidate must have an associate's degree or higher.